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Abstract 32 
 33 
It is widely assumed that distributed neuronal networks are fundamental to the functioning of the brain. 34 
Consistent spike timing between neurons is thought to be one of the key principles for the formation of 35 
these networks. This can involve synchronous spiking or spiking with time delays, forming spike 36 
sequences when the order of spiking is consistent. Finding networks defined by their sequence of time-37 
shifted spikes, denoted here as spike timing networks, is a tremendous challenge. As neurons can 38 
participate in multiple spike sequences at multiple between-spike time delays, the possible complexity 39 
of networks is prohibitively large. We present a novel approach that is capable of (1) extracting spike 40 
timing networks regardless of their sequence complexity, and (2) that describes their spiking sequences 41 
with high temporal precision. We achieve this by decomposing frequency-transformed neuronal spiking 42 
into separate networks, characterizing each network’s spike sequence by a time delay per neuron, 43 
forming a spike sequence timeline. These networks provide a detailed template for an investigation of 44 
the experimental relevance of their spike sequences. Using simulated spike timing networks, we show 45 
network extraction is robust to spiking noise, spike timing jitter, and partial occurrences of the involved 46 
spike sequences. Using rat multi-neuron recordings, we demonstrate the approach is capable of 47 
revealing real spike timing networks with sub-millisecond temporal precision. By uncovering spike timing 48 
networks, the prevalence, structure, and function of complex spike sequences can be investigated in 49 
greater detail, allowing us to gain a better understanding of their role in neuronal functioning. 50 
 51 
 52 
Significance statement 53 
 54 
Spike timing consistencies in neuronal networks are widely thought to be one of several key principles 55 
behind neuronal functioning. They are challenging to investigate, however, because there is effectively 56 
an infinite number of combinations of neurons and their between-neuron time delays for any given 57 
recording. Many techniques have been developed for their analysis, but they are still limited by the 58 
complexity of spike timing patterns they can reveal. Here we present a novel approach that can reveal 59 
spike timing patterns with arbitrary combinatorial complexity. This provides a new opportunity for 60 
investigating spike timing networks, which is crucial to gain a better understanding of the role they play 61 
in neuronal functioning.  62 
  63 
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Introduction 64 
 65 
Distributed networks of neurons, or cell assemblies, are widely assumed to be fundamental to brain 66 
functioning (Hebb, 1949; Treisman, 1996; Singer, 1999; Varela et al., 2001; Harris, 2005; Buzsaki, 2010). 67 
A subset of these networks is thought to be formed by consistent timing of action potentials, or spikes, 68 
between neurons (Bienenstock, 1995; Singer, 1999; Ainsworth et al., 2012; Feldman, 2012), a feature of 69 
spike recordings across species (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001; VanRullen et 70 
al., 2005; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Ratté et al., 2013). The spiking between neurons of such networks can be 71 
synchronous or involve time delays (Izhikevich, 2006; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Sakurai et al., 2013), forming 72 
spike sequences when firing in a consistent order (Lee and Wilson, 2002; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Tiesinga et 73 
al., 2008). Spike sequences can involve the same neurons and occur within the same time window (Mao 74 
et al., 2001; MacLean et al., 2005; Luczak et al., 2007; Matsumoto et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2014). 75 
Though there is still much debate about how important spike timing is in comparison to alternatives 76 
such as rate-based coding schemes (Kumar et al., 2010; Rolls and Treves, 2011; Ainsworth et al., 2012), 77 
the investigation of spike timing networks and their spike sequences remains necessary to further our 78 
understanding of basic neuronal operations.  79 
 Finding networks defined by their sequences of consistent time-shifted spikes between neurons, 80 
denoted in the following as spike timing networks, is a tremendous challenge due to their possible 81 
complexity, as neurons can participate in multiple spike sequences at a continuum of between-spike 82 
time delays. The past decades have seen the arrival of many methods that can characterize spike timing 83 
networks (Abeles and Gerstein, 1988; Nadasdy et al., 1999; Chapin and Nicolelis, 1999; Tetko and Villa, 84 
2001; Grün et al., 2002; Lee and Wilson, 2002; Schnitzer and Meister, 2003; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Okatan 85 
et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2006; Nikolic, 2007; Pipa et al., 2008; Schrader et al., 2008; Berger et al., 86 
2010; Louis et al., 2010; Peyrache et al., 2010; Eldawlatly et al., 2010; Humphries, 2011; Lopes-dos-87 
Santos et al., 2011; Gansel and Singer, 2012; Torre et al., 2016). Their application has led to important 88 
insights, yet they have several limitations, especially when it comes to their application on large scale 89 
neuronal recordings (Buzsaki, 2004). Namely, either: (1) the complexity of the identified networks is 90 
limited due to combinatorial explosion with increasing network size (e.g. template searching), (2) the 91 
networks are described only by the association of their member neurons without describing spike 92 
sequences, (3) between-spike time delays greater than 0 are either discarded or not recovered, (4) 93 
temporal binning of spike times leads to reduced temporal precision, (5) networks with overlapping 94 
member neurons are not separated, or, (6) a combination of the above. Though not important for every 95 
investigation of interactions in spiking networks (e.g., for higher order interactions see Nakahara and 96 
Amari, 2002; Yu et al., 2009; Eldawlatly et al., 2010; Staude et al., 2010; Balaguer-Ballester et al., 2011; 97 
Shimazaki et al., 2012), they are essential for the exact identification of neurons and their spike 98 
sequences, and investigating their occurrence as a function of experimental variables. 99 
 We present a novel approach for revealing spike timing networks that does not suffer from the 100 
above problems. The key features of our approach, are that (1) it can find networks regardless of the 101 
complexity of their spiking sequences, and that (2) it describes these sequences with sub-millisecond 102 
precision by a time coefficient per neuron (per sequence; see Fig 1). This is achieved by applying a 103 
method developed for electrophysiological recordings (intended for revealing phase-coupled oscillatory 104 
networks, such as traveling waves; van der Meij et al., 2015), on the spectral covariance (or, cross 105 
spectra) obtained from a spectral analysis of discrete neuronal spiking time series. In these cross 106 
spectra, consistent between-neuron spike time delays are described by linearly increasing phase 107 
differences over frequencies. The method finds networks and their spike sequences by their unique 108 
patterns of between-neuron phase differences over frequencies and trials (epochs). In the following, we 109 
first show that our approach is capable of recovering simulated spike timing networks and their 110 
sequences under various noise conditions, and then provide a proof-of-concept by showing networks 111 
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extracted from rat hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (Fujisawa et al., 2008, 2014), which 112 
reflected peak cross-correlogram time delays with high accuracy. Together, this demonstrates that our 113 
approach is a robust method for revealing and characterizing spike timing networks in neuronal 114 
recordings.  115 
  116 
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Materials and Methods 117 
 118 
1. Extracting spiking timing networks from neuronal spike recordings 119 
Spike timing consistency between neurons is thought to be a key feature of neuronal spike recordings. 120 
In the following, we describe how a novel application of a recent technique, (SPACE; van der Meij et al., 121 
2015, 2016) can be used to find sequences of consistent time-shifted spikes between neurons, denoted 122 
in the following as spike timing networks, in large scale neuronal spike recordings, without a priori 123 
information about the involved neurons and their timing. Below we illustrate the procedure for 124 
extracting spike timing networks (with details in dedicated sections), and how to interpret their 125 
characterization.    126 
 We start with any kind of multi-electrode neuronal recording over time  of which neurons  and 127 
their spikes have been identified (using e.g. Rossant et al., 2016). Suppose our recording contains 2 128 
groups of 3 neurons that have consistent between-neuron spike timing (i.e., spike timing networks, Fig 129 
1A blue/green, Fig1B), embedded in other spiking activity. The blue network has a spiking sequence of 130 
neuron 3 to 4 to 5 with a timeline of 0ms-1ms-2ms, leading to consistent spike time delays of 1ms for 131 
pairs 3-4 and 4-5, and a 2ms delay of 3-5. The green network has the same pattern but for neurons 5, 6, 132 
and 7. If cross-correlograms would be computed from the neuronal spike recordings (Fig 1B), they would 133 
have peaks at 1ms for neuron pairs 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, at -1ms for pair 4-3, 5-4, 6-5, 7-6, at 2ms for pair 3-134 
5, 5-7, and at -2ms for pair 5-3, 7-5. How often the sequences of the blue and green networks occur, 135 
depends on two experimental conditions. The blue networks occur once per trial of condition A and 136 
twice for those of B, (Fig 1C), the green network vice versa.  137 
 To extract a parsimonious description of the above networks, we arrange the detected spikes in 138 
neuron-by-time ( ) binary matrices  (1 = spike, 0 = no spike; Fig 1C), per trial  of the experiment (or 139 
any other meaningful temporal segmentation; throughout the text,  refers to neurons,  to 140 
frequencies,  to trials). Then, we obtain ‘cross spectra’ from these trial-specific matrices. To achieve 141 
this, we first convolve the matrices  with complex exponentials (Fig 1, Step 1) at multiple frequencies 142 

, resulting in frequency-specific and trial-specific complex-valued neuron-by-time ( ) matrices . 143 
Subsequently, we compute the cross products  of these matrices over time (Fig 1, Step 2;  = 144 
complex conjugate transpose), resulting in complex-valued frequency-specific and trial-specific neuron-145 
by-neuron ( ) matrices : the cross spectra (Fig 1D). The choice of complex exponentials 146 
determines key aspects of the spike timing networks and their extraction, and is discussed in detail in 147 
Materials and Methods section 3. Having obtained the cross spectra, we should apply a neuron-wise 148 
and/or trial-wise normalization (Fig 1, Step 3; see Materials and Methods section 4). After normalization, 149 
we then extract spike timing networks using SPACE (Fig 1E, Step 4; which involves estimating the 150 
number of networks to extract, see Materials and Methods section 2).  151 
 Spike timing networks, when defined by their discrete spiking sequences characterized as time-152 
shifted copies of spikes between neurons, can be extracted from the cross spectra, because the phases 153 
of the off-diagonal elements of the cross spectra contain the consistent time delays between time-154 
shifted copies of spikes. The crucial principle here, is that the time difference between two binary spikes 155 
in the time domain translates to phase differences in the frequency domain, linearly increasing with 156 
frequency. That is, a 1ms time delay equals 1/20th of a cycle at 50Hz, 1/10th at 100Hz, 1/5th at 200Hz, etc. 157 
(for types of spiking interactions other than time-shifted copies of spikes, see Lindemann et al., 2001). 158 
The extraction technique uses this property to find the time delays between time-shifted copies of 159 
neuronal spikes that explains the most variance in the cross spectra. 160 
 SPACE describes the cross spectra by multiple networks, each network consisting of three 161 
parameter vectors (Fig 1E): the neuron profile ( ), the time profile ( ), and the trial profile ( ). 162 
The neuron profile describes how strongly each neuron is part of the network, by a single number per 163 
neuron. The neuron profile of the blue network has high values for neurons 3, 4, and 5, and low values 164 
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for all other neurons. That is, only neurons 3 to 5 are part of this network. Due to their similar weighting, 165 
neurons 3 to 5 likely have similar firing rates, and similar number of spike sequence’ spikes. If another 166 
neuron would have half the weighting, it will likely have either twice as many total spikes, or only fires in 167 
half of the network’s spike sequences (e.g., a sequence of neuron 3-4-5 in half of the trials, and 3-4 in 168 
the rest). Note, it is possible for the neuron profile to have non-zero loadings for only one neuron, see 169 
Materials and Methods section 4 for a discussion. The time profile describes the spike sequence of the 170 
network, by a single time coefficient per neuron. Because the neuron profile of the blue network only 171 
strongly involves neurons 3 to 5, only these coefficients of the time profile are meaningful. The time 172 
profile of neurons 3 to 5 directly reflects the timeline of the spike sequence, 0ms-1ms-2ms. A crucial 173 
observation here, is that all the temporal relationships at the level of neuron-pairs are described at the 174 
level of individual neurons by the network’s neuron profile (relationship strength) and time profile (spike 175 
sequence timing). The above is the same for the green network. Importantly, if the blue and green spike 176 
sequences occur at random intervals between them, the blue and green networks can be separated, as 177 
there are no consistent relationships between neurons 3, 4, and neurons 6, 7. If the blue and green 178 
spike sequences occurred at consistent intervals, they would both be captured by one network. This is 179 
not surprising, as the above means there is, in fact, only one spike sequence. In the schematic of Figure 180 
1, there is also a difference in how often a sequence of each network occurs in each condition, which 181 
can be reflected by the trial profiles. Here, the weights for trials of the blue network reflect the ratio of 182 
spike sequences in each trial of the two conditions, i.e. a trial loading that is twice as large for B as it is 183 
for A. Importantly, the trial profile can provide a convenient way to investigate differences in spike time 184 
consistency at the level of networks, instead of the level of neuron-pairs. For example, the difference 185 
between two conditions can be investigated by comparing the means of the condition-specific trial 186 
profile weights, or variations of trial profile weights can be related to other variables (e.g., reaction 187 
times, parametric stimulus manipulations, etc.). Though in principle possible, the trial profile can be 188 
noise sensitive (see the Results and Discussion sections). Additionally, the absence of an extracted 189 
network is not evidence of a network’s absence (in the recording), various reasons can prohibit a 190 
network to not be found (e.g., noise, see Results and Discussion sections). Finally, see Materials and 191 
Methods section 2 on how to compare values between and within the above profiles. 192 
 When interpreting the network profiles, it is crucial to keep in mind that they are estimated to 193 
maximally explain the cross spectra (see Materials and Methods section 2). As such, anything that 194 
affects the phase coupling patterns in the cross spectra, affects the profiles accordingly. For example, in 195 
case a neuron spikes in a spike sequence of a network in some trials, but not in others, then the phase 196 
coupling strength between this neuron and the others of the network will be weaker (or zero) in the 197 
cross spectra for the latter trials compared to the former. Consequently, the neuron profile of this 198 
network will have a lower weight for this neuron than for the others, and the trial profile will have lower 199 
weights for those trials in which it didn’t spike. 200 
 201 
2. SPACE describes time consistency induced phase coupling in cross spectra 202 
SPACE is a decomposition technique that describes the structure of phase coupling in cross spectra by 203 
time delays between neurons (or electrodes/sensors/sites). The technique was developed for finding 204 
oscillatory phase coupling structure (e.g., traveling waves) in electrophysiological recordings (van der 205 
Meij et al., 2015, 2016), a type of data of which the frequency content itself is of primary interest. This 206 
contrasts with the application we present here, for which this is not the case. The frequencies of the 207 
used spectral transform are artificial and are chosen only such that they provide an accurate description, 208 
via the networks SPACE extracts, of the temporal structure in discrete neural spike timing time series 209 
(see Materials and Methods section 3). Apart from the manner of constructing the cross spectra, the 210 
usage of the method in the current approach is identical to that in the original publication (referred to as 211 
SPACE-time therein). The algorithm behind the method is extensively treated in its original publication 212 
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(van der Meij et al., 2015, but see also van der Meij et al., 2016 for an alternate presentation), and only 213 
elements essential to its current use will be mentioned here. Briefly, the technique consists of an 214 
Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm to find the least squares estimates of its decomposition 215 
model. The element-wise formulation of this model for the cross spectra can be expressed as: 216 

 217 

The complex-valued cross spectrum ( ) of neuron pair  and  (indexed over all neurons) at 218 
frequency  and trial  is described as the product of network parameters, summed over networks , 219 
plus an error term . The phase of the network-specific product is given by the difference in the 220 
time profiles ( ) of neuron  and  multiplied by the frequency  in Hz, multiplied by . This 221 
phase is then weighted by the product of the two neurons’ neuron profile , the (squared) 222 
frequency profile  at frequency , and the (squared) trial profile  at trial . As is observed here, the 223 
technique also produces a frequency profile per network, describing how important each frequency is 224 
for a network. For the purpose of spike timing networks, we will ignore this, as it does not provide 225 
additional information. It is, however, an essential element of its original application on 226 
electrophysiological recordings, describing frequency band-specific phase-coupled oscillatory networks, 227 
such as traveling waves.  228 
 Compared to the reference publications, the above equation squares the trial and frequency 229 
profile. The reason for this, is that spike timing networks are more conveniently thought of, analyzed at, 230 
and simulated in, the description level of cross spectra. This is not the case for the original target of the 231 
technique, phase-coupled oscillatory networks, which are more conveniently thought of as time-varying 232 
oscillations over electrodes described by Fourier coefficients (of which the cross products over time 233 
produce the cross spectra). Due to this, the technique provides trial and frequency profiles that are not 234 
squared, and squaring becomes a necessary step prior to investigating the extracted networks.  235 
 The extracted networks are unique up to trivial indeterminacies without requiring constraints 236 
such as orthogonality or statistical independence. Uniqueness is discussed in more detail in the 237 
reference publications (van der Meij et al., 2015, 2016). The indeterminacies are easily resolved by 238 
normalizations. Here, we briefly highlight those normalizations that pertain to the current application of 239 
the technique. The neuron and trial profiles, per network, have undetermined multiplicative scaling, and 240 
are normalized to have a vector L2-norm of 1. The consequence is that the absolute values of neurons 241 
and trials only have meaning with respect to the other neurons and trials of the same network. Crucially, 242 
the ratios between neurons and trials are unaffected by this normalization, and can be compared freely 243 
across networks. Additionally, their sign is also undetermined, and restricted to have a positive average 244 
per network (neuron profile) or to be fully positive (trial profile). The indeterminacy of the time profile is 245 
more complicated. Because the time profile describes circular phases over multiple frequencies, the 246 
time profile is circular as well. In short, we normalize it such that the strongest neuron (of the neuron 247 
profile) has a time profile value of 0s. Due to the above normalizations, a network-specific multiplicative 248 
scaling parameter is also extracted, but it does not play a role in the interpretation of the individual 249 
network parameters. 250 
 Two practical points need to be made for using the technique to extract networks. The first is 251 
that its algorithm is initialized from random starting values. In order to avoid unfortunate starting values 252 
that lead to a local minimum of its least squares loss function, the algorithm needs to be initialized 253 
multiple times. When identical networks are found in those initializations with the highest explained 254 
variance, it can be assumed that the global minimum is reached. How many initializations are required 255 
in order to achieve this depends on the particular dataset. In our experience, it is extremely rare to find 256 
a different ‘best’ solution to the loss function when increasing the number of random initializations 257 
beyond 50. The second practical point is that, like related decomposition techniques, the number of 258 
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networks to extract needs to be determined. One approach is to estimate the number of reliable 259 
networks. For this, we extract N networks from the full recording, and also from two splits of the 260 
recording, the first containing the odd numbered spikes of each neuron, the second the even numbered 261 
spikes. If the networks from the full recording reasonably match those extracted from of both splits, N is 262 
increased, and the process is repeated until they no longer match. The networks extracted from the full 263 
data are kept, and those of the splits discarded. Other scenarios are also feasible, such as an odd-even 264 
trial split, or a k-split approach, in which networks are extracted from k subsets of the recording and 265 
compared to those extracted from the full recording. The number of splits, and the manner of splitting, 266 
will determine the sensitivity of the approach. It is useful here to make a technical statement regarding 267 
the splitting of individual networks into two or more smaller networks, which would complicate the 268 
above. In order to avoid such splitting, network interaction terms in the decomposition model are forced 269 
to be zero (interaction terms are not visible in the element-wise model above; for optimization details 270 
see van der Meij et al., 2015, 2016). A practical consequence is that spike timing networks that are 271 
nearly perfectly correlated (share spike sequence timing) will likely be extracted as a single combined 272 
network (see van der Meij et al., 2016 for simulations investigating network correlation). Finally, 273 
regarding the maximum number of networks that can be uniquely extracted, though non-trivial to 274 
estimate (Comon et al., 2009), it likely is greater than the number of neurons. Importantly, any kind of 275 
reliability procedure such as the above will prevent exceeding any maximum, as non-unique networks 276 
will, by definition, not be reliable over splits. In our experience, the number of reliable networks is often 277 
much lower than the number of recorded neurons.  278 
 To determine whether two networks are similar, such as in the above split-reliability approach, a 279 
coefficient can be computed for the three parameters of the networks. For the neuron and the trial 280 
profiles, this is simply the inner product between the L2-normalized profiles of two networks, and 281 
ranges from 0 to 1 (identical profiles). For the time profile, a coefficient is the following:  282 

 283 
Time profile similarity is computed as the absolute value  of the inner-product  over neurons  284 
of the time profiles  of two networks (superscript 1 and 2,  denotes complex conjugate), weighted by 285 
the normalized neuron profiles  of each network (  denotes the element-wise product). Here,  stands 286 
for the greatest common divisor of the frequencies used to extract the networks, in Hz, which 287 
determines the ‘cycle length’ of the circular time profile (van der Meij et al., 2015). This similarity 288 
coefficient also ranges from 0 to 1 (identical profiles). Allowing for some differences in the profiles due 289 
to noise, we considered networks similar enough when coefficients for the neuron, time, and trial, 290 
profiles are all equal to, or greater than, 0.7.  291 
 292 
Software and code accessibility  293 
The technique is freely available in a public GitHub repository termed nwaydecomp 294 
(www.github.com/roemervandermeij/nwaydecomp), together with tutorials on its use. The toolbox also 295 
contains software to deal with the practical points above. The code is also available as Extended Data 1. 296 
 297 
3. Obtaining cross spectra that are optimal for extracting spike timing networks 298 
To be able to extract spike timing networks we compute cross spectra from binary spike trains, by 299 
convolving the spike trains with complex exponentials (‘wavelets’) and computing their cross products 300 
over time (Fig 1, step 1-2). Doing so transforms the time delays between spikes of different neurons, 301 
into phase differences at multiple frequencies. The length of the complex exponentials, and their 302 
frequency, determines how sensitive the cross spectra are to consistent vs non-consistent time delays, 303 
and is described in the following. Here, it is important to keep in mind that the cross spectrum between 304 
two neurons, is exactly the complex-valued sum, of the phase differences between spikes of neuron 1 305 
and spikes of neuron 2 that are overlapping after the convolution, weighted by their amount of 306 
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temporal overlap. Due to the latter, long time delays necessarily have lower weighting in the cross 307 
spectra than short time delays.  308 
 Obtaining the cross spectra can be expressed as follows: 309 

 310 
 311 

That is, the cross spectrum between neuron neurons  and  at frequency  and trial  is obtained as 312 
the cross product, over time, of vectors  (  = complex conjugate transpose). The vector  for 313 
neuron  is obtained by the convolution  of the binary spike train vector  with a complex exponential 314 
(untapered ‘wavelet’,  is the imaginary unit) at frequency . Here,  is a vector of time points from 315 

 to , with  being the time domain length of the complex exponential, and both  and  are 316 
sampled at the maximum achievable sampling rate. Note, the edges of , for which the complex 317 
exponential was not fully immersed in , are kept. 318 

The time domain length  of the complex exponentials determines which between-spike time 319 
delays can contribute to the cross spectra, and it should be chosen based on the expected range of time 320 
delays. Here, we aim to be sensitive to time delays of 0 +/- 10ms, a range that captures commonly 321 
occurring consistent spike timing (e.g., Nelson et al., 1992; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Sakurai et al., 2013). 322 
The optimal time domain length for this range is a trade-off. The longer the length, the lower the 323 
sensitivity will be to the expected time delays, as the cross spectra will reflect a sum of more spike pairs. 324 
The shorter the length, the bigger the ratio between the weighting (samples overlap) of the shortest and 325 
the longest expected time delay, and thus the stronger the bias in sensitivity towards the former. As a 326 
compromise between the two, we choose a time domain length of twice of the maximum time delay we 327 
wish to be sensitive for, 20ms. This results in an overlap of 50% of the complex exponentials’ samples for 328 
spikes at a delay of +/-10ms, having an acceptable sensitivity bias ratio of 0ms (shortest; 100% overlap) 329 
to +/-10ms of 2:1 (compared to 400:1 for 0ms:+/-20ms at a sampling rate of 20kHz). When there is no a 330 
priori expectation regarding the length of the time delays, the time domain length  can be based on, 331 
e.g., an investigating of the peak of the between-neuron cross correlograms. In general, it is preferable 332 
to choose a length  that is too long rather than too short, as the sensitivity cost due to additional spike 333 
pairs in the cross spectrum is much less than that of (1) a more skewed sensitivity bias ratio and (2) the 334 
experimental cost of spike time consistency at longer delays being invisible. In order to further reduce 335 
the bias of short time delays to long time delays, the complex exponentials should have constant 336 
magnitude, and not be tapered using a particular windowing function (such as a Hanning window). 337 
 The frequencies  of the complex exponentials greatly determine the sensitivity of the cross 338 
spectra to non-consistent time delays. In order to be maximally sensitive to consistent time delays, the 339 
contribution to the cross spectrum of all other time delays should be as small as possible. In the terms of 340 
phase differences in the cross spectra, this is achieved when the average of the complex-valued phase 341 
differences of the non-consistent time delays approaches a magnitude of 0. This is the case for any 342 
frequency whose cycle length is an integer multiple of the time domain length chosen above (for 20ms, 343 
50Hz, 100Hz, 150Hz, etc.), under the assumption that non-consistent spike pairs are equally likely at any 344 
time delay. To arrive here, it is crucial to appreciate the fact that phase differences for large time delays 345 
are weighted lower than those for small time delays. For phase differences originating from time delays 346 
between 0ms and the time domain length (20ms above) to have an average magnitude of 0, the 347 
weighting coefficients for phase differences between  to , the left side/quadrant 2 and 3 of the 348 
unit circle, need to have the same sum as those for  to , the right side/quadrant 1 and 4 of the 349 
unit circle. Crucially, for the frequency whose cycle length equals the maximum time delay, the 25% 350 
smallest time delays fall in quadrant 1, the middle 50% of time delays fall in quadrant 2 and 3, and the 351 
25% largest time delays fall in quadrant 4. Equally crucial, the weighting is a linear function of the time 352 
delays. As for any linear function the sum of the first 25% and the last 25% of a subset of its values is 353 
equal to the sum of its middle 50%, the frequency with a cycle length equaling the largest time delay will 354 
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have phase differences from non-consistent time delays that approach an average magnitude of 0. This 355 
also holds for any integer multiple N of this frequency, as the above will be the case for N equal splits of 356 
the time delay range. Note that to obtain an average magnitude of 0, it is also required that the sum of 357 
weighting coefficients for quadrant 1 and 2 (top of unit circle) is equal to that of quadrant 3 and 4 358 
(bottom of unit circle). This symmetry is easily achieved however, as the weighting coefficients for -359 
20ms to 0ms progress along the unit circle in opposite direction than those for +20ms to 0ms. As a last 360 
note, the frequencies of the complex exponentials also determine the robustness to jitter around a 361 
consistent time delay. The lower the frequency, the closer the phases of jittered but consistent time 362 
delays, the higher their average magnitude, and thus, the more robust to jitter.  363 
 Concluding, we compute cross spectra by convolving spike trains with complex exponentials of 364 
20ms length, constant magnitude, and at 20 frequencies from 50Hz to 1000Hz in steps of 50Hz. When 365 
investigating longer time-scale neuronal dynamics, an analogous set would be e.g. 1s length, at 1Hz to 366 
20Hz in steps of 1Hz. The number of frequencies to use is somewhat arbitrary. Initial simulations 367 
showed no noticeable difference beyond 20 frequencies (and 1000Hz is already very sensitive to jitter), 368 
and simulated networks were reliably recovered from simulations as little as 5 frequencies. 369 
 370 
4. Normalizations of the cross spectra 371 
The neuron profiles of spike timing networks describe the off-diagonal elements of each cross spectrum, 372 
reflecting between-neuron spike pairs, and the diagonal elements, i.e. power, reflecting the total 373 
number of spikes of neurons. In realistic data, the firing rates of neurons can differ greatly, resulting in 374 
large differences in power. Because the power of each cross spectrum is typically much larger than its 375 
off-diagonal elements, this can lead to spike timing networks whose neuron profiles are driven more by 376 
firing rates of individual neurons, rather than consistent spike timing between neurons. An extreme 377 
example is a neuron profile with a non-zero weighting for only a single neuron. Such a ‘network’ only 378 
describes the diagonal element (i.e. firing rate) of the cross spectra of the respective neuron, and should 379 
be considered as an artefactual network. To increase sensitivity to consistent spike timing, in order to 380 
avoid the above, power differences between neurons can be normalized (Fig 1, step 3). Normalizing 381 
power such that it is equal to an Nth root, summed over frequencies and trials, is one such 382 
normalization: 383 

 384 

Here,  is a diagonal matrix containing only the diagonal elements of . By increasing N, the power 385 
differences between neurons decrease. Ideally, the power of every neuron becomes equal, i.e. the cross 386 
spectra become coherency spectra, as this will have the highest sensitivity to spike time consistency. 387 
However, this can have the unintended consequence of interfering with the split reliability procedure 388 
for estimating how many networks to extract. Briefly, when extracting fewer than the total number of 389 
networks, which networks are extracted strongly depends on their explained variance; those with the 390 
most, tend to be extracted first (as the networks are found by a randomly initialized least squares 391 
algorithm). When the differences in explained variance between networks decrease, the order in which 392 
they are extracted becomes more variable, which can prematurely stop the split reliability procedure. 393 
Increasing neuron-wise normalization strength can result in decreasing differences in explained 394 
variance. As such, while neuron-wise normalization increases the usefulness of the networks, it can also 395 
result in finding less split-reliable networks. Practically, an optimal normalization strength can be found 396 
as follows. First, a split reliability procedure is run with normalization strength N = 1 (no normalization). 397 
If this results in, (1) split-reliable networks, and, (2) networks that are unlikely to reflect spike time 398 
consistency (neuron profiles that have strong weighting for only one neuron), the normalization 399 
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strength N is doubled and the split reliability procedure repeated. This is repeated until sufficient 400 
reliable networks are found that reflect spike consistency. A convenient quantification of when 401 
networks are unlikely to reflect spike time consistency is to compute the ratio of the strongest and 402 
second strongest weights of the neuron profile; the higher this ratio, the more likely the second 403 
strongest weight reflects noise and that the network does not reflect spike time consistency. Then, in 404 
the above procedure, a cut-off ratio of 5-to-1 can be used as a conservative criterion (see also Results 405 
section 5). Crucially, the above only affects the probability of uncovering those spike timing networks 406 
that already exist in the recording, the phase coupling structure in the cross spectra induced by the 407 
networks remains unaffected. 408 
 The firing rate of neurons can also differ greatly between trials. Because the trial profile reflects 409 
variations in the cross spectra over trials in its weights, it reflects both the trial-specific firing rate of the 410 
involved neurons as well as their trial-specific amount of spike timing consistency. Similar to the above, 411 
normalizing the cross spectra over trials can reduce the impact of firing rate on the trial profile. 412 
Normalizing cross spectral power such that it is equal across trials is one such normalization: 413 

 414 

As above,  is a diagonal matrix containing only the diagonal elements of . Importantly, in the 415 
common case of a neuron not spiking in a particular trial, its elements of the cross spectra ( ) will be 416 
zero, leading to division-by-zero errors during the above normalization. This is avoided by adding 417 
random noise of trivial strength (close to the used numerical precision) to the respective elements of the 418 
cross spectra prior to normalization. Trial-wise normalization is achieved by first normalizing frequency- 419 
and trial-specific cross spectral power to 1 (by division by itself), and then multiplying it with the 420 
frequency-specific summed power over trials ( ; computed prior to normalization). Trial-wise 421 
normalization is independent of the above neuron-wise normalization, both normalizations can be 422 
applied jointly. The normalization above is extreme, as it removes all cross spectral power variability 423 
over trials. However, because normalization occurs via a diagonal matrix (as is the case with neuron-424 
wise normalization), the off-diagonal elements of the cross spectra only undergo a scaling proportional 425 
to their diagonal elements; their magnitudes still reflect the (relative) amount of spike timing 426 
consistency between their involved neurons. As such, the remaining trial-by-trial variations in cross 427 
spectral magnitudes maximally reflects trial-by-trial variations in the amount of spike timing consistency. 428 
Similar to the neuron-wise normalization, the trial-wise normalization can make it harder to uncover 429 
networks that are present in the recording. This can be dealt with more conveniently however. First, 430 
networks are extracted using a split reliability procedure as discussed above, without trial-normalizing 431 
cross spectra. Once reliable networks are obtained, the trial profiles are re-estimated in one final 432 
decomposition using cross spectra that are additionally trial-normalized, in which the neuron and time 433 
profiles are kept constant. Although the above 2-step approach is advised, in the case of our simulations 434 
the differences were negligible, and for simplicity the results that are presented were extracted from 435 
trial-wise normalized cross spectra in one step.  436 
 437 
5. Simulating and extracting noisy spike timing networks 438 
To investigate the effects of various kinds of noise on spike timing network extraction, we simulated 439 
spike recordings of 15 neurons at 100 trials of 1s containing 4 spike timing networks. Network spiking 440 
sequences had a fixed temporal structure that was repeated between 0-3x (predetermined) per trial 441 
(1.2Hz average spike sequence rate for each network). Within each trial, each spike sequence could 442 
occur anywhere with uniform probability, with a 25ms offset from trial boundaries. On trials where 443 
spike sequences of multiple networks were present their order was randomized, and with a minimum of 444 
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25ms between sequences. Three kinds of noise were simulated. First, all neurons of a single simulation 445 
had a noise spiking rate of 0Hz, 5Hz, 10Hz, 20Hz, or 100Hz, as Poisson spiking superimposed on the 446 
network spike sequences. Second, each spike of each spike sequence could have an individual random 447 
jitter (uniformly distributed) at a maximum of 0ms, 0.25ms, 0.5ms, 1ms, or 2ms. Third, each spike 448 
in each spike sequence occurrence had an individual deletion probability of 0%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 80%, 449 
resulting in partial spike sequences. Cross spectra of each simulation run were obtained as described 450 
above, using a time-window length of 20ms and frequencies from 50Hz to 1000Hz in steps of 50Hz. The 451 
4 networks were extracted using 10 random initializations of the extraction algorithm. Note that the 452 
purpose of these simulations is to show how well spike sequences can be extracted under noisy 453 
conditions, and not how such a pattern can be generated physiologically, nor whether such a pattern is 454 
physiologically meaningful. As such, we simulated data from the perspective of spikes, instead of model 455 
neurons generating spikes, which also provides a convenient ground truth for calculating recovery. 456 
 457 
6. Quantifying recovery of simulated spike timing networks 458 
To quantify the recovery of the extracted neuron profile, time profile, and the trial profile, they were 459 
compared to their simulated equivalents. The simulated neuron profiles were constructed as a binary 460 

 vector per network, its values indicating network membership of each neuron. Similarly, simulated 461 
trial profiles were constructed as  vector, its values reflecting the number of sequence repeats 462 
(linear modulation of network activity over trials). Finally, simulated time profiles were constructed as a 463 

 vector, its values describing the temporal sequence of spikes in seconds (non-member neurons set 464 
arbitrarily to 0). For display purposes these simulated parameters were normalized in the same manner 465 
as the extracted network parameters. In order to compute recovery, extracted networks were paired to 466 
the simulated networks using the similarity coefficients described above, by first determining the most 467 
similar pair, then the next most similar in the remainder, etc. Recovery of neuron and trial profiles was 468 
determined using a Pearson correlation coefficient. Time profile recovery was judged by the following 469 
coefficient: 470 

 471 

Time profile recovery is computed as the absolute value  of the weighted sum over neurons  of the 472 
complex-valued difference of the circular time profiles  of the extracted and simulated networks 473 
(superscript e and s resp.;  denotes complex conjugate), weighted by the simulated neuron profile  (  474 
denotes the element-wise product). Similar to the similarity coefficient described above,  is the 475 
greatest common divisor of the frequencies used for extraction (i.e., 50Hz), and is used to deal with the 476 
circularity of the time profile. This coefficient ranges from 0 to 1 (perfect recovery).  477 
 478 
7. Extracting spike timing networks from recordings of rat medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus 479 
As a proof of principle, we extracted spike timing networks from real spiking recordings, obtained from a 480 
dataset publically available at CRCNS.org (Fujisawa et al., 2008, 2014). This dataset contains identified 481 
neurons and theirs spikes from recordings obtained from rat medial prefrontal cortex and area CA1 of 482 
the hippocampus, while the rat performed an odor-based delayed matching-to-sample task, requiring it 483 
to run through either the left or right arm of a maze to obtain its reward. Animal recording protocols 484 
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Rutgers University, Newark, NJ, 485 
USA. The recording used (rat GG.069) came from 8 and 4 electrode shanks (200μm shank separation) in 486 
medial prefrontal cortex and CA1 respectively, each shank containing 8 contacts (20μm contact 487 
separation; 160μm2 contact surface). The recording was sampled at 20kHz, and offline spike sorting was 488 
performed (after band-passing between 0.5-5kHz) using KlustaKwik (for spike sorting details see 489 
Fujisawa et al., 2008, 2014). 63 neurons were identified on 9 shanks. The dataset contained 20 left and 490 
20 right trials, having an average duration of 8.04s (SD = 1.73s). Only neurons with average spiking rates 491 
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of 1Hz and above were selected. In order to extract networks, we first obtained cross spectra as 492 
described in Materials and Methods section 3, using a time window of 20ms and frequencies from 50Hz 493 
to 1000Hz in steps of 50Hz, dividing each cross spectra by its trials’ duration. Subsequently, cross spectra 494 
were neuron-wise normalized as described above. A normalization such that cross spectral power was 495 
equal to its 32nd root normalization was chosen as an optimal normalization, because 64th root 496 
normalization resulted in no split reliable networks (likely due to varying network order mentioned in in 497 
Materials and Methods section 4), and 16th root normalization resulted in many networks mostly 498 
consisting of single neurons (i.e. the bias towards power differences between neurons was too strong to 499 
overcome). The number of networks to extract was determined using odd-even spike split reliability 500 
procedure described in Materials and Methods section 2 with a similarity coefficient cut-off of 0.7, 50 501 
random initializations were used at each step. This resulted in 4 networks being extracted. Continuous 502 
cross-correlograms were obtained at time lags of 20ms at 0.05ms steps by summation of the (lagged) 503 
binary spike trains after they were convolved with a Gaussian with full-width at half-maximum of 0.5ms 504 
(maximum = 1).  505 
  506 
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Results 507 
 508 
Spike timing networks consist of multiple neurons that have consistent time delays between their 509 
spikes, forming a spike sequence. Here, we validate a novel approach for finding and characterizing 510 
these networks in neuronal spike recordings. First, we evaluate its robustness to various noise 511 
conditions. We show how the recovery of simulated spike timing networks is affected by spike jitter in 512 
the network spike sequences and variability of neuron participation in the network, under increasing 513 
spiking noise of all simulated neurons. Then, we show how variable firing rates of neurons affects 514 
recovery, and what actions can be taken to reduce negative effects. Finally, we provide a proof-of-515 
principle by showing networks extracted from rat hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (Fujisawa 516 
et al., 2008, 2014), and compare the extracted spike timing relations to cross-correlograms of the 517 
involved neurons. 518 
 519 
1. Simulated spike recordings from spike timing networks 520 
To investigate the robustness of spike-timing network extraction to various kinds of noise we simulated 521 
spike recordings of 15 neurons over 100 trials of 1s containing 4 networks (for simulation details see 522 
Materials and Methods section 5). A network was defined as a group of neurons that spike in sequence, 523 
with between-spike time delays ranging from 0 (synchronous) to 2.5ms. The spike sequence timelines 524 
were 0-0-1-1.5-2.5-3-4.5-6.5ms for network 1, 0-1-2-3-4ms for network 2, 0-0-0-0ms for network 3 (all 525 
synchronous), and 0-2.5-7.5ms for network 4. Each network’s spike sequence was repeated 0-3 times in 526 
groups of trials to simulate linear modulations of network activity across the task. Some of the networks 527 
had neurons that were involved in other networks’ spike sequences: all of the neurons of the spike 528 
sequence of network 2 were also part of network 1, and one neuron was shared between network 1 and 529 
3, and network 3 and 4. In Figure 2A-C we show the networks’ neuron profiles (Fig 2A), time profiles (Fig 530 
2B), and trial profiles (Fig 2C). The simulated recordings of the 15 neurons result in many pair-wise spike 531 
time relationships between neurons, which we show schematically in Figure 2D. These pair-wise 532 
relationships can also be visualized as cross-correlograms for all neurons, which we show in Figure 2E.  533 
 The profiles in Figure 2A-C are directly comparable to the three profiles of spike timing networks 534 
extracted using our approach (see Materials and Methods section 1 for how to interpret the profiles), 535 
and are used in Results sections 2-4 for judging recovery of the simulated networks by the extracted 536 
spike timing networks. Note, the absolute values of the neuron and trial profiles are not meaningful, 537 
only the within-network ratios are (see Materials and Methods section 2). As such, it is not the spike 538 
sequence repeats per trial that is described by the trial profile (i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3; Fig 2C), but rather the ratio 539 
between them (e.g. a trial with 3 sequences having a weight 3x that of a 1 sequence trial).    540 
 To investigate when the recovery of the simulated networks fails, we varied the strength of 541 
three kinds of noise (see Materials and Methods section 5). These were: (1) spiking noise, or non-542 
network spikes, superimposed on the spike sequences (see Fig 2F), (2) jitter of each spike in a spike 543 
sequence occurrence, and, (3) partiality of network spike sequences (random spikes missing from the 544 
sequence). The range of each of the noise levels was chosen to provide an intuition for when an 545 
expected network can still be recovered, and to progressively result in failure to recover the simulated 546 
networks. As such, the higher levels are not necessarily physiologically reasonable. The simulated 547 
networks were also different in size, spike sequence timing, spatial overlap, and trial overlap, to increase 548 
the likelihood that any related weaknesses of the technique would be revealed. 549 
 550 
2. Recovery of simulated spike timing networks with spiking jitter when surrounded by spiking noise 551 
Neurons can be noisy, and any spike sequence of a spike timing network is likely embedded in other 552 
spikes of the same neurons. Furthermore, precise spike times depend on the fluctuating membrane 553 
potential of the neuron and other factors, potentially adding temporal jitter. To investigate how these 554 
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two factors influence network characterization, we simulated spike timing networks with different levels 555 
of background spiking noise and with different levels of jitter of each spike in the spike sequences. 556 
Networks were simulated 50 times for each combination of the noise factors. We computed recovery of 557 
simulated networks and show the result in Figure 3. Recovery of the neuron and trial profiles was 558 
computed as the Pearson correlation between the recovered and simulated profiles. For the trial 559 
profiles, the correlation also directly reflects the recovery of the linear modulation of network activity 560 
across the task (perfect recovery is 1). Recovery of the time profiles was computed using a recovery 561 
coefficient that ranges from 0 to 1 (perfect recovery; see Materials and Methods section 2).  562 

Firstly, we observe that with reasonable jitter (i.e. 0.25ms compared to 0-2.5ms spike 563 
sequence delays) and spiking noise (e.g. 20Hz vs 1.2Hz average network spiking rate) the neuron and 564 
time profiles were recovered with reasonable accuracy, with the trial profile being the most affected. At 565 
20Hz spiking noise and 0.25ms jitter the linear modulation of network activity was still visible but 566 
weakened (Fig 3, bottom: mean (SEM) over simulations of Pearson’s correlations for network 1-4: 0.78 567 
(0.02), 0.29 (0.02), 0.62 (0.01), 0.44 (0.01)). Shown in the examples (Fig 3, bottom), the effect of noise on 568 
the trial profile can be observed as a shrinking of the ratios between loadings of trials with a different 569 
number of simulated network sequences and an increase in the trial profiles ‘baseline’; the loadings of 570 
those trials which had 0 network sequences. The latter is important in practice, because under the 571 
assumption that a network is not active in all trials, the lowest trial loadings with respect to the higher 572 
trial loadings can be used as an indication of the reliability of network parameters. Secondly, we observe 573 
that, except from the largest jitter case ( 2ms), network spike jitter had a similar effect on recovery of 574 
network parameters as spiking noise, as evidenced by the similarity between the 10Hz/0ms and the 575 
5Hz/ 0.25ms cases, and the 20Hz/0ms and the 5Hz/ 0.5ms cases. Thirdly, we observe that, under 576 
strong noise conditions (>20Hz spiking noise and > 1ms jitter), the linear modulation of network activity 577 
became very weak to largely invisible (maximum mean Pearson’s correlation over simulations of 0.11, 578 
0.04, 0.23, 0.08 for network 1-4). Regarding network specific recovery, though there was some variation 579 
in recovery, apart from the above, the differences were minimal and did not highlight a sensitivity to a 580 
particular aspect of the simulated networks.  581 
 582 
3. Recovery of simulated spike timing networks with partial spiking when surrounded by spiking 583 

noise 584 
To investigate how partial spiking in spike timing networks, i.e. not all member neurons joining in each 585 
spike sequence, affects characterization of the full spike sequences, we simulated networks where each 586 
spike of a sequence had a chance to be deleted. Similar to the above, we did so 50 times for each level 587 
of spike deletion probability, and of spiking noise. The results are shown in Figure 4. We observe that, 588 
(1) as the chance of spike deletion increased, recovery accuracy was decreased, (2) as with spiking 589 
jitter/noise, the trial profile was more affected by noise than the neuron profile, (3) as with spiking 590 
jitter/noise, the effects of spike deletion on recovery were similar to those of spiking noise, (4) the full 591 
spike sequences in the time profile were accurately extracted under reasonable noise (20Hz) with 40% 592 
probability of spike deletion, even though the majority of individual spike sequences were incomplete, 593 
and, (5) under the same noise conditions the linear modulation of network activity was weak but 594 
detectable for networks 1 and 3, and nearly invisible for networks 2 and 4 (mean (SEM) Pearson’s 595 
correlation over simulations of 0.39 (0.02), 0.06 (0.02), 0.29 (0.02), 0.08 (0.02) for networks 1-4). These 596 
differences possibly stem from network overlap (network 2 shares all its neurons with network 1) and 597 
network size (network 3 is the smallest).   598 
 599 
4. Cross spectra normalization diminishes effects of differential firing rates of units and trials 600 
The spike timing networks simulated above were extracted under noise related firing rates that were 601 
identical over neurons and over trials. This was chosen to show the overall effect of spiking noise, but is 602 
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atypical for real recordings. Here, we show the effect on network recovery of firing rate differences 603 
between neurons and trials, while keeping the number of spike sequences constant.  604 
 We first show the recovery of simulated networks when the firing rate differs over neurons (Fig 605 
5). We simulated networks 50 times, with neuron 5 (a member in network 1 and 2) and neuron 12 606 
(member in network 3 and 4) having 100Hz spiking noise, the other neurons 5Hz (Fig 5A). Network 607 
spiking jitter was 0.25ms. The recovery of the networks (Fig 5B; compare to Fig 2) was distorted: (1) the 608 
neuron profiles of the networks for neurons 5 and 12 were strongly increased/decreased, (2) the noise 609 
of neuron 5 led to a strong loading for network 3, of which it was not a member, (3) network 4 was 610 
dominated by neuron 12, (4), the trial profiles showed decreased recovery (compared to Fig 2), and (5) 611 
although the time profile of networks 1, 2, and 4 were not (noticeably) distorted, network 3’s is. Overall, 612 
the differential firing rate can be said to have pulled the estimated network parameters towards those 613 
neurons with more spiking. This effect however, can be substantially reduced by normalizing cross 614 
spectra prior to network extraction. Here, we show the effect of normalizing cross spectra such their 615 
power is equal to their Nth root (see Materials and Methods section 4), reducing differences in firing 616 
rates. We show its effects progressively by using N = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 (Fig 5C), and ending with N = 64 (Fig 617 
5D). We observe that (1) the recovery of the neuron profiles was improved, with network 1 showing the 618 
most remaining distortion at neuron 5, (2) the trial profiles were similar to the case with 5Hz spiking 619 
noise for all neurons (see Fig 2), and, (3) the recovery of the time profile of network 3 was improved 620 
such that the distortion is minimal. 621 
 To investigate the effect of differential spiking rate over trials we simulated networks with 5Hz 622 
spiking noise, except for trials 21 to 60, which had 10Hz spiking noise (Fig 6A). Network spiking jitter was 623 
set at 0.25ms spiking jitter, and networks were simulated 50 times. The trials with additional spiking 624 
noise were chosen such that they both involved 100% of trials of sequence repeats (1x and 2x for 625 
network 1, 1x for network 2, 1x for network 4) and a partial set of sequence repeats (50% of 1x and 2x 626 
for network 3, 50% of 0x for network 2). The recovery without normalization is shown in Figure 6B. We 627 
observe that (1) the recovery of the neuron profiles and time profiles was similar to the case of 5Hz 628 
noise and 0.25ms spiking jitter (see Fig 2) and, as such, they were minimally affected by the differential 629 
noise over trials, (2), the linear modulation of network activity was recoverable, but weakened, for all 630 
networks (especially network 3; mean (SEM) Pearson’s correlation over simulations of 0.93 (<0.01), 0.67 631 
(0.01), 0.76 (<0.01), 0.36 (0.01) for network 1-4) compared to without trial variations of firing rate (0.98 632 
(<0.01), 0.94 (<0.01), 0.89 (<0.01), 0.77 (0.01); Fig 3), and, (3) the trial profile loadings for those trials 633 
affected by increased spiking noise were distorted such that the ratios of loadings no longer reflected 634 
the correct order of the number of sequence repeats (i.e. 1x>2x trials for network 2 and 4). Though the 635 
linear modulation was moderately recoverable, the latter means an investigation of the network 636 
activities in specific trials of network 2 and 4 (supported by e.g., an independent samples t-test) would 637 
have resulted in the incorrect conclusion of more network activity being present in 1x compared to 2x 638 
trials. As was the case for differential noise over neurons, normalization of the affected dimension can 639 
improve recovery. Here, we normalized the cross spectra such that their power for every trial is equal to 640 
their power summed over trials (see Materials and Methods section 4). Crucially, this does not affect the 641 
ratio of the off-diagonal elements to the diagonal (power). As such, trials that have many spike 642 
sequences (strong off-diagonal elements compared to power) are still distinguishable from trials with 643 
few spike sequences (weak off-diagonal elements compared to power). Note, as well, that this trial-wise 644 
normalization is unrelated to the neuron-wise normalization in the above, and they can be applied 645 
jointly. We show the result of the trial-wise normalization in Figure 6C. We observe that, (1) the trial 646 
profile recovery was improved such that the order of their loadings again reflected the order of the 647 
number of sequence repeats, (2), recovery of the linear modulation of network activity was greatly 648 
improved (mean (SEM) Pearson’s correlation over simulations of 0.96 (<0.01), 0.96 (<0.01), 0.82 (<0.01), 649 
0.89 (<0.01)), and, (3) though improved, the trial profiles’ recovery was poorer than those at equal noise 650 
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levels for all trials (see Fig 3). We additionally observe that the normalization also affected the trial 651 
profile loadings of trials that did not have increased noise. This was most noticeable in the loadings for 652 
those trials of network 4 that had 0 and 2 sequence repeats (trials 1 to 20 and 61 to 100): the ratio of 653 
the loading of 0 repeats to that of 2 repeats was much higher without normalization (Fig 6B), than with 654 
normalization (Fig 6C). As trials with 0 repeats should ideally have a loading of 0, the higher this ratio the 655 
better. Interestingly, even though the trial profile showed worse recovery overall, the recovery of the 656 
linear modulation of network activity after trial-wise normalization was better than the recovery at 657 
equal noise levels across trials without normalization, especially for network 4 (mean (SEM) correlation 658 
of 0.89 (<0.01) and 0.77 (0.01) resp.). This was likely caused by the trial profiles of the former showing 659 
less variability than those of the latter (i.e., the coefficient of variation of the trial profile of network 4, 660 
averaged over simulations, was 14.1% and 27.9% resp.). 661 
 662 
5. Spike timing networks extracted from real recordings reflect between-neuron spike timing 663 

relationships 664 
To provide a proof-of-principle we extracted spike timing networks extracted from spike recordings from 665 
medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus of a rat performing an odor-based delayed matching-to-666 
sample task (Fig 7; see Materials and Methods section 7). After odor presentation, the rat had to run 667 
through the left or right arm of a figure-eight T-maze to obtain its reward. Networks were extracted 668 
similarly to the simulations above, using a neuron-wise 32nd root power normalization, and a split-half 669 
reliability approach to determine the number of networks (see Materials and Methods section 2). This 670 
resulted in 4 extracted networks.  671 

We show neuron profiles, time profiles, and trial profiles for each extracted spike timing 672 
network in Figure 7. To provide a ground-truth estimate of whether the between-neuron spike times 673 
from the networks reflect real spike timing relationships in the recordings, we also show for each 674 
network continuous cross-correlograms (computed post-hoc; see Materials and Methods section 7) of 675 
the neurons mostly strongly contributing to each network. Importantly, in each of these cross-676 
correlograms we indicate when the cross-correlation is expected to be highest, based on the time profile 677 
of the networks.  678 

For network 1, neuron pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 had peaks in their cross-correlograms that 679 
matched the time profile’s spike timing relationships within 0.03ms, 0.03ms, and 0.06ms respectively. 680 
Neuron 4 does not appear to have consistent spike timing relationship with the first three, which is 681 
unsurprising given that its weight in the neuron profile is much weaker (suggesting its weight reflects, at 682 
least mostly, noise). Although there appears to be a difference in network activity between left and right 683 
trials, this likely due to firing rate differences between conditions, as trial profiles calculated on trial-wise 684 
normalized cross spectra showed no statistically significant difference (see Materials and Methods 685 
section 4; this should be interpreted with caution however, as the profile’s lowest weights suggested 686 
they remained noisy). For network 2, neuron pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 had cross-correlogram peaks that 687 
matched the time profile within 0.09ms, 0.07ms, and 0.19ms respectively. Neuron pair 2-3 and pair 3-4 688 
did not have single cross-correlogram peak (though their center peaks matched within 0.17ms and 689 
0.12ms resp.), and neuron pair 2-4 appears inhibitory. These observations could indicate that the spike 690 
sequence did not involve all 4 neurons in a subset of trials. It is useful to reiterate here, that the 691 
extracted spike sequence should be considered only at the level of the full recording (i.e. cross spectra 692 
of all trials). That is, the extracted spike sequence should be considered as a description of the N-way 693 
relationship between N neurons, i.e. the largest possible spike sequence for the network, and serve as a 694 
starting point for targeted analyses. Network 3 show a similar pattern as network 1 and 2 according the 695 
cross-correlograms, with the peaks of neuron pairs 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and 2-3, matching the time profile 696 
within 0.10ms, 0.09ms, 0.05ms, and 0.19ms resp. Network 4 likely reflects consistent spike timing only 697 
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between the strongest two neurons (matching within 0.08ms), as the neuron profile has few neurons 698 
with strong loadings.   699 
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Discussion 700 
 701 
Identifying and investigating cell-assemblies with spike timing consistency between neurons is key to 702 
gain a further understanding of their role in neuronal coding (Bienenstock, 1995; Singer, 1999; Tiesinga 703 
et al., 2008; Panzeri et al., 2010), but finding them is a tremendous challenge due to the possible 704 
complexity of patterns of between-neuron spike time delays. Here, we introduced and validated, in 705 
simulated and real data, a novel approach for extracting networks defined by their between-neuron 706 
spike timing consistency, when forming sequences of time-shifted spikes, from neuronal spike 707 
recordings (for other types of interactions, see e.g. Lindemann et al., 2001). The key features of this 708 
approach are that (1) networks and their spike sequences can be extracted regardless of their 709 
complexity in size and spike timing patterns, and (2) the spike sequences of the networks are specified 710 
with high temporal precision. Networks consist of three profiles, describing (1) which neurons are 711 
involved in which networks, (2) with which spike timing pattern, (3) in which trials or conditions. The 712 
latter can in principle be used as an index for network activity. Together, these profiles form a 713 
parsimonious description of the spike timing patterns in the recording, and can used as a basis for 714 
subsequent spike train analyses of experimentally relevant variations in network subsets. Using 715 
simulations, we showed how the extracted networks were affected by spiking jitter, variability in 716 
network participation by its member neurons, and non-network related spiking activity. Networks were 717 
recoverable under reasonable noise conditions, with the time profile being especially robust to the 718 
simulated noise. Though the trial profiles were strongly influenced by noise, they still tracked simulated 719 
network activity to a degree. Using neuronal spike recordings from rats, we showed we were able to 720 
extract networks from real recordings, of which the time profile reflected between-neuron spike timing 721 
consistency that matched cross-correlograms with high accuracy. Together, this shows that our 722 
approach can be useful for the investigation of spike timing networks. 723 
 The extracted networks can be of arbitrary complexity in size and time delays. This is a 724 
consequence of the fact that the underlying method finds networks not in the neuron-by-time time 725 
series, but in the neuron-by-neuron cross spectra. These cross spectra contain all of the spike timing 726 
consistencies of the spike sequences, condensed into between-neuron phase coupling. Networks can be 727 
separated when their spike sequences have different between-neuron phase coupling patterns, and 728 
differences in phase coupling patterns over trials (or epochs) increases their separability. Networks are 729 
extracted by finding those neuron, time, and trial profiles whose phase coupling patterns explain the 730 
most variance in the cross spectra. Because the estimated profiles have the same size for each network, 731 
larger networks only differ from smaller networks by their different distribution of weight magnitudes. 732 
As a larger network does not involve estimating a larger number of weights, there is no combinatorial 733 
explosion with increasing network size. In fact, higher complexity networks are likely easier to find than 734 
lower complexity networks, as they will typically explain more variance in the cross spectra. The above is 735 
different from techniques that search for template spike sequences in their original neuron-by-time 736 
representations (Abeles and Gerstein, 1988; Nadasdy et al., 1999; Tetko and Villa, 2001; Lee and Wilson, 737 
2002; Schnitzer and Meister, 2003; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Gansel and Singer, 2012). As these search for 738 
exact spiking templates, they have to do so within some restricted space to avoid a combinatorial 739 
explosion. Although finding high complexity networks is impractical with such approaches, they have the 740 
advantage of being able to find spike sequences that repeat very few times in the course of a recording. 741 
Because our approach is most sensitive to those networks that explain the most variance in the cross 742 
spectra, it is not well suited for finding sequences with very few repeats, as they typically explain very 743 
little variance in the cross spectra. As such, our approach trades sensitivity to such sequences for 744 
sensitivity to sequences with arbitrarily high complexity, but that are more prominent.  745 
 An important aspect of the method behind our approach is that it is a decomposition of 746 
between-neuron cross spectra over frequencies and trials into sets of network profiles. Because this 747 
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decomposition attempts to find profiles that parsimoniously explain all of the variance in the cross 748 
spectra, its profiles need to not only describe between-neuron spike pairs, but also their total number of 749 
spikes. Importantly, the latter typically outnumber the former to a strong degree (e.g., Gochin et al., 750 
1991; Nelson et al., 1992; Kreiter and Singer, 1996; Brosch and Schreiner, 1999). This impacts the 751 
interpretation of the neuron profile weights. For any two neurons, their weights in the neuron profile 752 
need to describe four magnitudes of the cross spectra: their total number of spikes in the magnitude of 753 
their cross spectral power, and their spike timing consistency in the magnitude of their off-diagonal 754 
elements. In the case these magnitudes differ, the neuron profile weights become a compromise, and 755 
are drawn to those magnitudes that explain the most variance. These weights should therefore be 756 
interpreted with caution, and should be considered more as an indication of network membership when 757 
sufficiently away from 0, than as a straightforward index into the strength of their spike timing 758 
consistency. This is also the reason why a neuron-wise normalization of the cross spectra is advisable, as 759 
it will reduce the effect of firing rate differences. In fact, in our experience, when the cross spectra are 760 
not neuron-wise normalized, few extracted networks will consist of more than one neuron (i.e., 761 
artefactual networks that are not based on spike timing). If it is also the case that the total number of 762 
spikes of neurons differs more over trials than the number of their spike pairs do, then the trial profile 763 
weights will be drawn towards the former, as they will explain more variance in the cross spectra. This 764 
was likely the case for the networks we extracted from rat hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex 765 
(see e.g. network 1 in Fig 7), and is also likely the reason why the trial profile was strongly impacted by 766 
simulated spiking noise. A trial-wise normalization for this was introduced, that in the specific case of 767 
our simulations, improved recovery of the linear modulation of network activity. Nonetheless, the trial 768 
profile remained sensitive to noise and, as such, should be used with caution, ideally with 769 
complementary analyses (such as a targeted search, see below). The above contrasts with a previous 770 
application on human electrophysiological recordings, where the trial profile was less sensitive to noise 771 
(likely caused by more spatially extended networks; van der Meij et al., 2015, 2016).  772 
 Our approach describes the structure of spike timing consistencies in the cross spectra of the 773 
entire recording. This means that the spike sequences represented by each network’s time profile 774 
describe the spike timing consistencies of the involved neurons over the entire recording. As such, the 775 
time profile reflects an aggregate spike sequence, one that does not necessarily exactly repeat in each of 776 
the involved trials. For example, some trials might only contain a part of the sequence. This property can 777 
also be considered beneficial, and it is something we explicitly tested in our simulations with partial 778 
spike sequences. In the case of strong variability in the exact spike sequence of every trial, the ‘main’ 779 
sequence could still be identified.  780 
 The aggregate nature of our spike sequences contrasts with those of approaches that search for 781 
exactly repeating spike sequences (Abeles and Gerstein, 1988; Nadasdy et al., 1999; Tetko and Villa, 782 
2001; Lee and Wilson, 2002; Schnitzer and Meister, 2003; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Gansel and Singer, 2012). 783 
These approaches typically also incorporate some form of statistical testing of the identified spike 784 
sequences, which is necessary to obtain more certainty that the found sequences are not an accidental 785 
consequence of statistical properties of the firing rates (see e.g. Grün, 2009, for a discussion of surrogate 786 
data for this purpose). Importantly, we consider our approach not as an alternative to the above, but as 787 
complementary. That is, our spike timing network profiles can be used to construct a network-specific 788 
spiking template with between-spike time delays at high temporal resolution, that can be used in 789 
approaches like the above to locate discrete occurrences of the network’s spike sequences. This would 790 
allow for subsequent investigations into, e.g., spike time variability within sequences, variable 791 
occurrence of sequences over conditions, and spike sequence completeness, of network spike 792 
sequences with a complexity that would otherwise be prohibitive. 793 
 Arguably the approaches closest to ours are those that also depend on neuron-by-neuron 794 
representations to investigate spike timing consistency. Of these approaches, some start from a 795 
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the between-neuron cross-correlations (Chapin and Nicolelis, 796 
1999; Peyrache et al., 2010; Lopes-dos-Santos et al., 2011). These approaches result in a neuron profile 797 
per component, describing correlated and anti-correlated neurons, and a temporal profile, providing a 798 
component activity time course of some form that can be matched to the original neuronal spiking time 799 
series. The biggest difference to our approach, is that, in those methods, between-neuron timing 800 
information is lost when transforming the neuronal spiking time series to cross-correlation matrices. 801 
Apart from losing the specification of the order and timing of the network spiking sequence, this also 802 
makes it more difficult to distinguish between those networks that involve the same neurons, but at 803 
different between-neuron spike times. This adds unto the rotational ambiguity of PCA that influences 804 
network identification and separation, although (Lopes-dos-Santos et al., 2011) made significant 805 
advances with respect to the latter. In comparison, the method behind our approach (van der Meij et 806 
al., 2015), and related methods (Harshman and Lundy, 1994; Bro, 1998; Kiers et al., 1999; Sidiropoulos 807 
et al., 2000; Morup et al., 2008), extracts networks that are unique without rotational ambiguity, and 808 
separates them on the basis of their different structure across neurons, frequencies, and trials. Several 809 
other approaches use cross-correlation matrices in way that did allow for an investigation of between-810 
neuron spiking at time delays (Schneider et al., 2006; Nikolic, 2007; Humphries, 2011), but these 811 
approaches were not targeted at identifying and separating networks and their spiking sequences.  812 
 In summary, we have presented an approach that can extract networks defined by their 813 
between-neuron spike timing consistency, with arbitrary network size and high temporal precision of 814 
the identified spike sequences. Especially the latter is important considering the growing number of 815 
neurons that can be recorded simultaneously, and the complexity of spike sequences that can thus be 816 
measured. Ultimately, the usefulness of our approach and those related to it, lies in whether spike 817 
timing plays a crucial role in large, distributed, neuronal networks. Being able to search for these 818 
networks with increased sensitivity is essential to the investigation of their existence and function. 819 
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Figure captions 954 
 955 
Figure 1. Schematic of extracting spike timing networks. Neuronal spiking time series can contain 956 
consistent spike timing between neurons, forming spike sequences. A, schematic of two spike timing 957 
networks, with their neurons (circles) and sequence spikes (vertical lines) colored blue and green. The 958 
dashed lines reflect the between-neuron consistent spike time relationships resulting from the spike 959 
sequences. The blue network’s sequence goes from neuron 3 to 4 to 5 (dark dashed lines), with 1ms 960 
time delays, resulting in a 2ms delay from 3 to 5 (light dashed line). The green network’s sequence is the 961 
same but from neuron 5 to 6 to 7. B, the spike time consistencies in A can also be visualized as cross-962 
correlograms between all neuron pairs, at lags ranging from -10ms to 10ms with 1ms bins. C, the 963 
networks in A and B but shown as spike trains per trial of two experimental conditions. The blue 964 
network trials’ have one sequence in condition A and two sequences in condition B, vice versa for the 965 
green network. To extract these two networks, we arrange spike trains of all neurons in a neuron-by-966 
time binary matrix. These spike trains are then convolved with complex exponentials (or ‘wavelets’) of 967 
equal length at different frequencies, resulting in a complex-valued neuron-by-time matrix per 968 
frequency per trial. D, the cross products are then computed along the time dimension, resulting in a 969 
neuron-by-neuron cross-product matrix per frequency per trial: the cross spectrum. The between-970 
neuron phase differences of the cross spectra over frequencies, reflect the consistent between-neuron 971 
spike time delays. E, using a recent technique denoted as SPACE, the structure in the cross spectra over 972 
frequencies can be extracted, and described as separate spike timing networks. The blue and green 973 
networks are each described by a neuron profile, describing network membership by a single weight per 974 
neuron, a time profile, describing the spike sequence by a time coefficient per neuron, and a trial profile, 975 
having a single weight per trial, indicating how strongly the network was present. For details see 976 
Materials and Methods section 1, 2, 3. 977 
 978 
Figure 2. Simulated spike timing networks. To investigate the robustness of network extraction to 979 
various kinds of noise we simulated spike recordings from 15 neurons containing 4 spike timing 980 
networks across 100 trials. A-C, description of simulated networks in same format as extracted 981 
networks. A, the neuron profile of each network describes non-member neurons by 0s and member 982 
neurons by 1s. Because absolute magnitudes of the neuron and trial profiles of networks are not 983 
meaningful, they are L2-normalized by convention (leading to the visible arbitrary between-network 984 
amplitude differences); the between-neuron/trial ratios are meaningful. B, the spiking sequence of each 985 
network, shown as their time profiles (only member neurons are shown). C, the trial profile. Each 986 
network spiking sequence was repeated 0-3 times in each trial, shown per trial in the first row. The 987 
second row of C shows an alternative visualization of the trial profile, which is convenient for visualizing 988 
recovery (see Fig 3-6). Here, normalized trial profile weights (y-axis) are shown as their mean (SD), per 989 
simulated number of spike sequence repeats (x-axis). D, schematic of all consistent spike timing 990 
relationships resulting from the simulated spike sequences. Each circle is a neuron, each dashed line 991 
reflects a spike timing relationship. For visibility, the first-order relationships are dark colored, all others 992 
are light colored. Numbers indicate the first-order within-sequence spike time delays. E, cross-993 
correlograms computed for all neuron-pairs from a simulation run with 20Hz spiking noise, at lags 994 
ranging from -10ms to 10ms with 1ms bins. F, raster plots of example spike trains as a function of 995 
spiking noise levels used in the simulations. Each vertical dash is a single spike. Each row consists of 5 996 
concatenated trials, separated by a vertical line. Network spiking sequences are shown by their color as 997 
in A-D. See Materials and Methods section 5. 998 
 999 
Figure 3. Recovery of simulated spike timing networks with spiking jitter and spiking noise. Networks 1000 
were simulated 50 times at 5 levels of spiking jitter and 5 levels of spiking noise. Recovery of the neuron 1001 
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and trial profiles are shown as Pearson correlations between the extracted and simulated networks 1002 
(ranged from -1 to 1, visualized from 0 to 1; averaged over simulations; shading = SEM). The recovery of 1003 
the time profile is shown by a recovery coefficient ranging from 0 to 1 (perfect recovery; averaged over 1004 
simulations; shading = SEM). Networks are colored as in Figure 2. Bottom panels visualize extracted 1005 
networks as in Figure 2 at several example jitter and noise levels. Neuron profiles are shown as means 1006 
over simulations (shading = SD), with that of individual simulations as thin lines. Time profiles are 1007 
displayed as average over simulations (error bar = SD; aligned using average difference between 1008 
simulated and recovered networks). Trial profiles show means over trial weights per # of simulated 1009 
sequence repeats, averaged over simulations (error bar = SD). The simulated trial profiles and time 1010 
profiles are indicated in gray for reference. Note that, (1) when spiking noise and jitter increased, the 1011 
trial profiles ‘baseline’ (weights of non-contributing trials that should be 0) gradually increased, (2) 1012 
spiking noise had a stronger effect on the trial profiles of networks with fewer neurons, and, (3) the time 1013 
profiles were more robust to noise than the neuron profiles and trial profiles, with accurate recovery 1014 
even when spike jitter was a multiple of the between-neuron time delays. Also note in the examples 1015 
that as noise increased, matching of simulated networks to extracted networks became troublesome, 1016 
leading to differences between network-specific recovery becoming less meaningful. See Materials and 1017 
Methods section 5 and 6. 1018 
 1019 
Figure 4. Recovery of simulated spike timing networks with partial network spiking and spiking noise. 1020 
Networks were simulated 50 times at 5 probability levels of spike deletion, and 5 levels of spiking noise. 1021 
Probability is the chance for each individual (non-noise) spike to be deleted. Recovery and examples are 1022 
displayed identically to Figure 3. Note that, (1) the effect of spike deletion affected the neuron profiles, 1023 
time profiles, and trial profiles similarly to that of spike jitter and spiking noise, and, (2) even when the 1024 
spiking sequences of the networks were highly variable (80% chance of each spike’s absence) the 1025 
networks could still be identified in the examples at 5Hz spiking noise. See Materials and Methods 1026 
section 5 and 6. 1027 
 1028 
Figure 5. Cross spectra normalization diminishes effects of differential neuron firing rates. In realistic 1029 
neuron recordings, the firing rate of neurons typically differ. To show the effect of differential firing 1030 
rates on network recovery, we simulated spike timing networks (spiking jitter = ±0.25ms; spike deletion 1031 
= 10%) 50 times with two neurons having 100Hz spiking noise, the other neurons 5Hz. To improve 1032 
network recovery, the cross spectra can be normalized. One method is to normalize them such that the 1033 
power of the cross spectra becomes equal to their Nth root. A, spiking noise as a function of neurons, 1034 
with the simulated neuron profiles in the background. B, network recovery without normalization. 1035 
Though the networks are recognizable, recovery was clearly affected. Networks are displayed identically 1036 
to examples in Figure 3. C, the effect of square, 4th, 8th, 16th, 32nd root power normalization on recovered 1037 
networks, culminating in: D, recovered networks after 64th-root power normalization. See Materials and 1038 
Methods section 4 and 5. 1039 
 1040 
Figure 6. Trial-wise cross spectra normalization diminishes effects of differential trial firing rates. In 1041 
realistic recordings, the firing rate of neurons can differ over trials. To show its effect on network 1042 
recovery, we simulated spike timing networks (spiking jitter = ±0.25ms; spike deletion = 10%) 50 times 1043 
with 40 trials having 10Hz spiking noise (for all neurons), the other trials 5Hz. To improve network 1044 
recovery, the cross spectra can be normalized in a similar way as for differential neuron firing rates. 1045 
Here, we normalize the cross spectra of each trial such that their power is equal to that summed over 1046 
trials. A, spiking noise as a function of trials, with the simulated trial profiles in the background. B, 1047 
recovered networks with trial-wise normalization. Networks are displayed identically to examples in 1048 
Figure 3. The trial profiles of the recovered networks were strongly affected. C, like B but for networks 1049 
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recovered after trial-wise normalization. While the trial profiles still deviated from the simulated 1050 
networks, the ratios of their weights w.r.t. the # of simulated sequence repeats were partially restored. 1051 
See Materials and Methods section 4 and 5. 1052 
 1053 
Figure 7. Example spike timing networks extracted from rat medial prefrontal cortex and 1054 
hippocampus. We extracted 4 spike timing networks from recordings in which a rat either had to take 1055 
the left or right arm of a figure-eight T-maze. The number of networks to extract was estimated using a 1056 
split-half approach. The first row of each network shows the neuron profile, the time profile, and the 1057 
trial profile. The time profile only shows the strongest 5 neurons of the trial profile (as given by the 1058 
neuron profile). Several of the strongest neurons are highlighted in each neuron profile. To show that 1059 
the networks reflect spike timing consistencies in the data, we also show cross-correlograms in the 1060 
second and third row. The cross-correlograms of each pair of the highlighted neurons are shown as spike 1061 
densities, the y-axis limit roughly reflects spike counts. The dashed gray line is the time delay between 1062 
the neurons as given by the time profile of the network. We observe the following. For network 1, 1063 
neuron pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 the extracted time delays are close to the cross-correlogram. Though the 1064 
4th neuron has a higher weight than the non-highlighted neurons in the neuron profile, the cross-1065 
correlograms are not as strongly peaked as for the other pairs. For network 2, the extracted time delays 1066 
of pairs 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 are closest to their cross-correlograms. Though for network 3 the cross-1067 
correlograms show weaker spike timing consistency (higher baseline spike density), the extracted time 1068 
delays of pair 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and 2-3 are close to their peaks. Network 4 involves few strong neurons, as 1069 
indicated by the neuron profile; only the neuron pair 1-2 is close to its peak. See Materials and Methods 1070 
section 7. 1071 
















